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We have measured the in-plane and out-of-plane resistivities of the organic superconductor p-(BEDT
TTF)zAuIz with disorder introduced by x-ray irradiation. [Here BEDT-TTF is bis(ethylenedithio)
tetrathiafulvalene]. For defect concentrations less than 0.15% per mole, Matthiessen's rule is obeyed at 
all temperatures and a T Z term in the resistivity is found in the temperature region between 5 and 20 K. 
The long-range superconducting order is destroyed by 0.1 % per mole and the transition is completely 
smeared out above 0.2% per mole of defects. The overall temperature behavior of the resistivity is dis
cussed and the possible importance of the electron-electron interaction and two-dimensional localization 
for the stabilization of the superconducting ground state is emphasized. 

I. INTRODUCfION 

The (BEDT -TTF)2X family of organic compounds 
[where BEDT-TTF is an abbreviation of bis 
(ethylenedithio) tetrathiafulvalene] differ from the 
Bechgaard salts (TMTSF)2X (where TMTSF is an abbre
viation of tetramethyltetrase1enabulvalene) principally in 
the following features: First, by their higher critical tem
peratures (Tsc) of the superconducting (SC) ground state 
(maximum T sc is 13 K) and second, by the fact that a 
metallic phase exists at ambient pressure in the whole 
temperature (D range from room temperature (RT) down 
to the SC phase transition (or the lowest temperature at
tainable experimentally if there is no superconductivi
ty).I,2 The clearest examples showing this behavior are 
members of the isostructural class of p-phase compounds 
with symmetrical trihalide and dihalide anions, with 
X = - 13 (Phigh phase) AuI2, and IBr2' which are ordered 
at RT. Moreover, the terminal ethylene groups of the 
BEDT-TTF molecules which are in close contact with 
trihalide and dihalide anions are also uniformly ordered 
at RT. Therefore, these systems are free from inherent 
disorder found, for example, in X = - 13 (Plow phase) and 
BrI2 (f3 phase). In the former, the terminal ethylene 
groups are randomly positioned in two distinct orienta
tions with respect to molecular planes at high tempera
tures and subsequently order to give an incommensurate 
modulation at low temperatures. In the latter, disorder is 
due to the asymmetric, dipolar anions. The P structure 
has the most uniform two-dimensional (2D) BEDT-TTF 
network and has important overlaps along the molecular 
stacking direction in addition to the significant inters tack 
sulfur-sulfur contacts characteristic of other BEDT-TTF 
salts' phases. The organic cation conducting network is 
confined to the (a,b) planes and alternate with noncon-
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ducting anion sheets along the c * direction. Since the 
charge transfer is defined by the 2: 1 stoichiometry, the 
conduction band is nominally three-quarters filled. Be
cause of the nearly isotropic molecular overlap in the 
(a,b) plane, one would expect the Fermi surface to be 
closed in that plane and open along the c * direction: 
From magneto resistance measurements, the ratios of 
transfer integrals along the a, b, and c * directions, 
ta:tb:t *, are about 56:19:1.3 Optical measurements give 

c 

even smaller anisotropy in the (a,b) plane (fa /tb """ 1. 5).4 

A closed Fermi surface has been obtained in band
structure calculations based on the extended Huckel 
molecular-orbital method by Mori et al.s and experimen
tally verified by the observation of Shubnikov-de Haas 
magneto resistance oscillations.6 

In spite of extensive studies in the last few years, our 
present understanding of some basic properties, such as 
electrical transport in the metallic phase and the origin 
and nature of the superconducting ground state, are still 
incomplete for both the (TMTSF)2X and the (BEDT
TTF)2X families. For the former, the appearance of mi
crocracks and concomitant jumps in the resistivity along 
the chain direction presents impediments to any serious, 
systematic approach to the study of high-temperature 
electrical transport. Only recently has a development of 
sample mounting with strain-free contacts opened the 
research in this area.7 For the latter, Bulaevskii has ana
lyzed in-plane conductivity and argued that at all temper
atures it is dominated by electron-electron Umklapp 
scattering over a closed Fermi surface. 8 This rather in
teresting result certainly deserves more attention. Fur
thermore, the RT value of the conductivity (aRT""" 30 
0- 1 cm -I) is one order of magnitude smaller than in the 
Bechgaard salts (aRT"",,500 0- 1 cm- I), which gives an 
extremely short mean free path of about 0.1 intermolecu-
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lar distance.9 It is perhaps surprising and worth noting 
that this feature does not prevent metallic behavior of the 
temperature-dependent resistivity. 

Existing data for the quasi-one-dimensional Bechgaard 
conductors have been used to show that long-range uni
formity of the potential along the conducting chains is 
necessary to stabilize superconductivity.10 However, at 
ambient pressure the fact that the introduction of disor
der by alloying not only suppresses superconductivity but 
also stabilizes the antiferromagnetic phase, has compli
cated the analysis for compounds with noncentrosym
metric anions. Nevertheless, investigation of the 
influence of the irradiation-induced disorder, especially in 
the system without inherent disorder due to noncen
trosymmetric anions, such as (TMTSF)zPF6, has shown 
that SC under a pressure of 11 kbar is suppressed below 
at least 20 mK by only 0.01 % per mole of defects. 11 

As far as BEDT-TTF compounds are concerned, 
Tokumoto et al. have studied the influence of anion al
loying and irradiation on the SC in the {3-(BEDT-TTF)ZI3 
system. 12, 13 In the alloy study with X=(13)I-x(IBRz)x, 
(IBrZ)I-x(lzBr)x, and (IBrZ)I-x(13)x, the authors found a 
strong correlation between the superconductivity and the 
residual resistivity (Pres) in that SC disappears when Pres 

exceeds the value of 150 {lfi cm. When disorder is intro
duced by irradiation, SC is suppressed for the concentra
tions larger than 0.08% per mole. However, in the {3high
(BEDT-TTF)zI3, SC remained uneffected even at the level 
of 0.48% per mole. This rather surprising result has not 
been verified for any other analogous system. 

The aim of the present work is to obtain a better un
derstanding of interactions governing the electrical trans
port in the normal phase and the SC ground state. We 
have chosen a system free from inherent disorder [and 
therefore analogous to the X = - 13 ({3high phase) system] 
X = Aulz ({3 phase) to avoid complications which might 
arise due to disordered CHz groups or anions. This ma
terial is a conductor in the entire T range and has a SC 
ground state with T sc varying from 2 to 5 K according 
to different authors. 14, 15 We have studied the 
temperature-dependent electrical resistivity in the 
highly-conducting (a,b) plane and along the least
conducting c· direction down to 1.3 K. In addition, we 
have investigated the role of disorder induced by x-ray ir
radiation on the normal phase conductivity and SC 
ground state. 

II. EXPERIMENT 

Measurements have been performed on single crystals 
of {3-(BEDT -TTF)zAulz grown electrochemically. 16 
Seven samples from two different preparation batches 
have been studied. The obtained results were qualitative
ly the same for all samples studied. The typical dimen
sions a, b, and c· of the samples used for Pab and pc. 

measurements were 1.2 X O. 7 X O. 25 and 0.5 X 0.3 X O. 3 
mm3, respectively. Gold pads were evaporated onto the 
samples and 17 {lm annealed gold wires were attached to 
the pads with silver paint in the four-probe configuration. 
In particular, samples were prepared as described previ-

ously for the c * -direction resistivity. 17 Furthermore, 
samples were cooled slowly from R T at 10 K per h in or
der to avoid resistance jumps. Defects in samples were 
created at RT by unfiltered radiation from a Cu x-ray 
tube (35 kV, 24 rnA). The concentration of irradiation
induced defects was determined using a tetramethyletra
selenafulvalene-dimethyltetracyanoquinodimethane 
(TMTSF-DMTCNQ) crystal as a reference sample. The 
correspondence between damage rates and resulting resis
tance changes of TMTSF-DMTCNQ was established in 
previous studies. 18,19 Here we point out that the irradia
tion dose necessary to produce 1 % per mole of defects in 
BEDT-TTF compounds amounts to 4000 Mrad, i.e., 3.7 
times larger than for the TMTSF-DMTCNQ materia1. 2o 

The RT values of the in-plane (Pab) and out-of-plane 
(pc *) resistivity were O. 032±0. 005 n cm and II ± I. 5 

n cm, respectively. The temperature dependence of Pub 

and pc. normalized to R T is shown in Fig. I. For the 

latter there is a clear change in the slope at about 160 K, 
followed by a more rapid decrease at lower temperatures. 
Note also that Pc* starts to drop toward zero below 3.5 

K, whereas Pab at this temperature displays only a small 
anomaly and only falls definitely below about 2.5 K. Fig
ure 2 shows temperature-dependent in-plane resistivity 
for a sample irradiated up to the highest level of 0.2% 
per mole of defects. Deviations from the behavior of the 
pure sample start below about 100 K. The slope becomes 
less pronounced and resistivity starts to saturate at 
higher temperatures. It is useful to define resistivity ratio 
as "=P4.Z K/PRT' where P4.Z K and PRT are the resistivi
ties measured at 4.2 K and RT, respectively. Plotting the 
resistivity ratio (in-plane" ab and out-of-plane "c *) in the 
inset in Fig. 2, we can see that it varies linearly with the 
defect concentration until about 0.15 % per mole. Note 
that, in the same range of defect concentrations, the abso
lute value and temperature behavior of the out-of-plane 
resistivity change very little, and the resistivity ratio (I< c.) 

increased only by 20%. From Fig. 1 we can deduce the 
overall temperature dependence of the anisotropy defined 
as Pc./Pab (Fig. 3). On cooling, the anisotropy smoothly 

0.01 
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FIG. 1. Logarithm of normalized resistivity [Plp(RT)] vs 
logarithm of temperature (TI for nominally pure sample. Points 
and crosses for in-plane and out-of· plane resistivity, respective
ly. 
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FIG. 2. Logarithm of normalized in-plane resistivity 
[PQb I PQb (R T)j vs logarithm of temperature ( T) for several defect 
concentrations. Points, crosses, squares, stars, and triangles for 
pure sample and 0.05, 0.1, 0.15, and 0.2% per mole, respective
ly. The inset shows the defect concentration (e) dependence of 
the in-plane (I'-ab) and out-of-plane (I'-e.) resistivity ratio which 

is defined as P4.2 K!JRT' 

increases, reaching a maximum at about 160 K. Then it 
starts to decrease rather rapidly and levels off below 50 
K. At about 3.5 K there is a sharp change in slope indi
cating that the SC three-dimensional (3D) order sets in. 
For an irradiated sample with 0.1 % per mole of defects 
the temperature dependence of the anisotropy continues 
to diminish smoothly below 50 and levels offbelow 4 K at 
value of about Pc./Pab ",,30 (see inset in Fig. 3). Note 
that as the temperature decreases below 50 K the magni
tude of anisotropy becomes much smaller than in the 
pure sample. At 4 K the anisotropy ratio between pure 
and 0.1 % per mole irradiated sample is equal to 3. Such 
behavior indicates that in the presence of irradiation
induced defects the effective dimensionality develops 
gradually as the system is cooled down below 50 K. Note 
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FIG. 3. Overall temperature (T) dependence of the resistivity 
anisotropy (p e. I PQb) for nominally pure systems. The inset 
shows low-temperature behavior of the resistivity anisotropy 
(p e. IpQb) for pure (points) and irradiated sample (crosses). 
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FIG. 4. (a) Normalized in-plane and (b) out-of-plane resistivi
ty [Plp(4.2) K») vs temperature (T) for several defect concentra
tions. 

that the nominally pure system attains the same effective 
dimensionality as the 0.1 % per mole irradiated system at 
about 3 K, Le., at the SC transition. 

The superconductivity, which occurs in pure samples 
as demonstrated by the rapid drop of Pab and pc.' is al
most completely suppressed by irradiation to a defect 
concentration of 0.2% per mole (Fig. 4). Low defect con
centrations shift SC transition to lower temperatures and 
for 0.2% per mole only a barely visible anomaly remains 
at about 2 K. Note also that already for 0.1 % per mole 
of defects the long-range SC order is destroyed. Namely, 
both Pab and pc. stay finite at the lowest temperature 
reached. Their values amount to 60% of the normal 
resistivity measured just above the SC transition. In ad
dition, the observed difference in superconducting transi
tion temperatures for the Pab and pc. curves might imply 
that samples were inhomogeneous. 

III. DISCUSSION 

In the following discussion we address the origin of in
teractions defining the electrical transport in the normal 
phase (Sec. III A) and superconducting phase (Sec. III B). 
In particular, in IlIA 1, we discuss the influence of the 
irradiation-induced defects on the in-plane and out-of
plane electrical conductivity, and in III A 2 we address 
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the question of the possible importance of electron
electron scattering in the normal phase transport. 

A. Electrical transport in the normal phase 

In plane and out-oj-plane conductivity 

In conventional three-dimensional (3D) metals 
Matthiessen's rule is obeyed, which implies that different 
scattering mechanisms are additive. In particular, to a 
first approximation the total resistivity equals the sum of 
the residual resistivity Po and the intrinsic temperature
dependent part p( T). If Matthiessen's rule is also valid 
for a 2D metal such as {3-(BEDT -TTF)2AuI2' then the ad
dition of x-ray-induced defects should increase the resis
tivity by an amount that does not depend on the tempera
ture. We can write p(c,T)=p(O,T)+Ac, where 
p( 0, T) = Po + BP is the total resistivity of the pure sys
tem. Our experiments verify the validity of Matthiessen's 
rule for in-plane resistivity in the range of low defect con
centrations (c ::::0.15% per mole) to the limited extent 
that the normalized resistivity increases linearly with c at 
a fixed temperature (see Fig. 5). Note that the influence 
of these defect concentrations on the in-plane resistivity 
is within our experimental uncertainty at high tempera
tures. In contrast, for the out-of-plane resistivity there 
was no detectable influence of defects over the large tem
perature region (4-300 K). Therefore, we can write 
Pab(c, T)=Pab (0, n+cA and Pc*(c, n~pc*(O' n at low 
temperatures. In this region the in-plane conductivity is 
coherent, whereas the out-of-plane transport is still 
diffusive. First, we comment on the influence of defects 
on the in-plane conductivity. We expect that induced de
fects are able to reduce the in-plane conductivity in the 
limit when the mean distance between them L is of the 
order and larger than the intrinsic in-plane mean free 
path 1 ~T~bVF' In the pure sample the mean free path is 
about 15a at low temperatures. The distance L is directly 
related to the distribution of scattering objects in the sys
tem and for the two-dimensional case we can write 
L = (lfN)1/2 where N =c fa 2 is a density of defects. For 
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FIG. 5. Normalized in-plane resistivity [Pab(C)/Pab(O)] vs de
fect concentration (c) at different temperatures. Pab(C) and 
Pab(O) are the resistivity of irradiated and pure sample, respec
tively. 

c =0.05% per mole we get L ~45a, which is comparable 
to the intrinsic in-plane mean free path I. As far as the 
out-of-plane conductivity is concerned we must keep in 
mind its diffusive character so that we cannot discuss the 
c * direction in terms of the mean free path or relaxation 
times. However, according to Weger's approach the 
transverse conductivity is proportional to the interchain 
hopping frequency, which is proportional to the in-plane 
collision time h·ab).21 In the presence of defects we can 
write 1 IT ab = 1/ T~b + 1 IT ab (c). In other words, in this 
picture both in-plane and out-of-plane transport depend 
on the same relaxation time Tab and therefore we would 
expect the similar effect for both Pab and Pc *, contrary to 
our observations. 

The observed deviation from linear behavior with c 
above about 0.2% per mole is in accordance with data re
ported by M. Sanquer,18 and Sanquer and Bouffard23 for 
the quasi-lD system R-(TMTSF)2CI04' Also, Zuppiroli 
et al. have already pointed out that one can only explore 
effects of the defects on the intrinsic temperature depen
dence of the conductivity in organic conductors at the 
level of less than a few 0.1 % per mole.24 On the other 
hand, Forro et al. found for {3-(BEDT-TTF)2I3 samples 
that the linearity is obeyed up to about 3% per mole of 
defects.2o However, they used samples which contained 
both {3low and {3high phases and so were not well defined as 
far as intrinsic disorder is concerned. 

2. Electron-electron scattering 

Further, we assume that, following Bulaevskii's propo
sal, electron-electron scattering plays a major role in lim
iting the current and in leading, therefore, to a resistivity 
that varies as BT2 in the whole temperature region. 8 

That implies that Umklapp U scattering processes are 
important because normal N electron-electron scattering 
does not contribute to the resistivity, because of momen
tum conservation. If the probability ratio of U and N 
processes is denoted by g2, then the coefficient B is pro
portional to g2(k\FVFEF)-IEi2,21 kTF is the Thomas
Fermi screening wave vector, and VF and EF are Fermi 
velocity and energy, respectively. In normal 3D metals, 
the effectiveness of U processes is very small 
(fJ~0.01-0.ool), screening is important, and Fermi en
ergies are fairly large (1-1O eV). Therefore, electron
electron scattering cannot prevail over the standard 
electron-phonon mechanism. However, for the organic 
conductor such as {3-(BEDT-TTF)2AuIz, Fermi velocities 
and Fermi energy are rather small (EF~O.I eV) and the 
screening is fairly weak due to the low density of conduc
tion electrons (three orders of magnitude smaller than in 
the normal metals). In addition, the reduced dimen
sionality of the system could significantly increase the 
number of U processes with respect to N ones for "good" 
band fillings (4kF ~g, where kF and g are the Fermi wave 
vector and wave vector of the reciprocal lattice, respec
tively). 

We have fitted our data from 4.2 to 20 K to the low 
p(c,n=p(o)+BT2, where p(O)=po+ Ac, to verify the 
dominance of electron-electron scattering mechanism for 
the in-plane and out-of-plane resistivity (Table I and Fig. 
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TABLE I. Parameters for p( c, T) = p( 0) + BT2 plot of the in-plane (Pab ) and out-of-plane (pc.) resis

tivity for pure and irradiated samples. p(O) and c are the residual resistivity and defect concentration, 
respectively. 

Pab pc· 
C p(O) B p(O) B 

(% per mole) (10-4 0 cm) (10-6 0 em K -2) (10-2 Ocm) (10-4 0 cm K- 2) 

0 2±0.3 1.3±0.2 3±0.3 2±0.3 
0.05 5 1.3 
0.1 10 1.4 
0.15 12 1.6 
0.2 13 1.6 

6). For the latter, both p(O) and B are nearly constant 
until 0.1 % per mole of defects. For the former, p( 0) in
creases linearly with defect concentration until about 
0.15% per mole, whereas the coefficient B is nearly con
stant. Above this concentration, Matthiessen's rule fails 
to be valid (Figs. 5 and 6 and Table I). Namely, the linear 
rise of p(O) saturates and the coefficient B starts to in
crease. In other words, for higher defect concentrations 
the additional scattering introduced by irradiation does 
not enter only in p(O), but it also alters the T-dependent 
term. Note also that the coefficient B of T2 term for the 
out-of-plane resistivity is two orders of magnitude larger 
than for the in-plane. This is associated with lower Fer
mi velocity in that direction. Further, adequate fits were 
also obtained from 20 to 80 K, the coefficients p( 0) and B 
showing the same behavior with defect concentration as 
the low-temperature coefficients. However, the values of 
B are slightly smaller, while those of p(O) are all some
what higher. Note that the similar dependence has been 
obtained for pure and irradiated quasi-10 system R
(TMTSF)2CI04·19 

Bulaevskii has argued that in Plow-(BEOT-TTF)213 the 
conductivity u is dominated by electron-electron Um
klapp scattering at all temperatures.s Oue to (1) the 
strong pressure dependence of the conductivity and (2) 
the large compressibility and thermal expansion, the pre
cise magnitude and temperature dependence of the con
ductivity measured at ambient pressure is quite different 

O.OB ,---.,-------.----,---,---,.----, 

0.00 0~--1.J..00:----2:-'0-:-0---:-30.L0-T-2-(If-).J.00---50LO--.......JBOO 

FIG. 6. Normalized in-plane resistivity [Pab(c)/Pab(RT)] vs 
temperature squared ( T2) for several defect concentrations. 

3 2 

from that at constant volume, as pointed out for organic 
chain conductors in Ref. 25. As the constant volume 
conductivity is implicitly considered in the standard 
transport theory, one should correct experimental p 
versus T curves taken at constant pressure to one at con
stant volume. However, there is considerable uncertainty 
in these corrections because the system is anisotropic. 
Several experimental studies on P-(BEOT-TTF)2X and 
other organic compounds give d lnu /dp "",30% kbar- 1 
for all conducting directions.26,27 Further, according to 
Kobayashi et al., the thermal change of lattice parame
ters becomes important above 80 K and amounts to 

0.04 ,.--.,.--.,----....---.--,--,----.--,.----. 
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FIG. 7. (a) In-plane (Pab) and (b) out-or-plane (p .) resistivi

ty vs temperature squared (T2) as measured at co"nstant pres
sure (points) and corrected to constant volume (crosses). 
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!l.a /a ",,!l.b /b "" 10-2 and !l.e· Ie· ""0.5 X 10-2 between 
80 and 300 K.28 For the volume compressibility we have 
used !l.a /a ",,!l.b Ib "" 3 X 10-3 kbar- I and !l.e· Ie * 
"" 2 X 10 - 3 kbar -I .29 Measured and corrected in-plane 
and out-of-plane resistivities as a function of temperature 
squared are displayed in Fig. 7. We have also checked 
the behavior of Plow-(BEDT-TTF}2I3 and obtained similar 
results. Our study clearly demonstrate that a T2 law is 
not obeyed at high temperatures and, therefore, the 
electron-electron scattering may not be the dominant 
mechanism in the whole temperature region. However, 
experimentally observed anomalous frequency-dependent 
conductivity at RT, as well as the low magnitude of the 
RT dc conductivity, might be due to important electron
electron correlation effects.4 From the RT conductivity 
value of about 30 (0. cm) - I follows an extremely short 
mean free path of about 0.1 of the intermolecular dis
tance. This result may imply that such a system cannot 
be interpreted in the framework of standard Landau 
Fermi-liquid theory. Therefore, the absence of a T2 law 
at high temperatures does not necessarily mean that the 
electron-electron correlations are weak. Here, we would 
like to point out that even in the low-temperature region 
(4-80 K) best fits are obtained to the law Po+ BT" with 
n "" 1. 7 i.e., with n which is close but not exactly equal to 
2. 

B. Superconducting phase 

We now turn to the question of effects of the 
irradiation-induced defects on the superconducting tran
sition. We have shown that SC was destroyed by a fairly 
small amount of defects (e :::0.2% per mole). First, we 
discuss this result in the framework of the standard 
theory for singlet superconductivity, which implies the 
following: (1) The primary effect of irradiation-induced 
defects was not to increase the potential scattering but to 
act as pairbreakers for SC; (2) these defects should be 
magnetic in nature. Indeed, several experimental studies 
have shown that such defects are often magnetic, whereas 
alloying introduces nonmagnetic impurities into the sys
tem. 18 Therefore, there is no need to introduce the possi
bility of triplet pairing as was often done previously. 
However, irradiation defects may not be magnetic in the 
sense that spins are localized on a molecule; rather, they 
induce spins localized on segments between defects. Fur
ther, the presence of these spins has not been shown ex
perimentally for defect concentrations of less than 0.3% 
per mole. 18 Therefore, the above picture might not be 
relevant for the problem. Second, we think that the 
suppression of superconductivity might be understood in 
terms of two-dimensional localization: Recently, 
Mandrus et al. have shown that in single crystals of the 
2D oxide superconductor Bi2Sr 2 Y x Cal_ x CU208 (0:::: x 
:::: O. 8) superconductivity disappears when the resistivity 
is 6-8 kn per layer.3o This result is in agreement with 
current theories which predict that the sheet resistance 

separating SC and insulating behavior is a universal num
ber R o =h/4e2=6.3 kn.31 For (BEDT-TTF}2AuI2 with 
conducting (a,b) planes spaced by e*=15 A apart, 6.5 
kn per layer corresponds to a resistivity of 1000 J.Ln cm. 
A 0.2% per mole irradiated sample in which SC was 
suppressed had a residual resistivity (obtained by extrapo
lation to zero temperature) of 1120 J.Lfl cm or R 0 = 7. 3 
kfl per layer in quite good agreement with the theoretical 
prediction. 

In BEDT -TTF compounds superconductivity can also 
be suppressed by alloying, which was studied by 
Tokumoto et al. 12 They have found in the phase 13-
(BEDT -TTF)2 trihalide system that SC was suppressed if 
the magnitude of the residual resistivity was larger than 
150 J.Lfl cm and discussed this result in terms of weak lo
calization. However, 150 J.Lfl cm corresponds to 1 kfl per 
layer and is much less than h /4e 2• As far as irradiation
induced defects are concerned, several authors have in
vestigated their influence on SC in P-(BEDT-TTF)2I3 ma
terial. Tokumoto et al. have found that SC is suppressed 
at the defect concentration of 0.8% per mole in the Plow 
phase and that it remained unaffected in the Phigh phase 
at least until 0.48% per mole of defects. 13 However, 
these authors assumed the same damage energy as for 
(TMTSF)2PF 6 and in that way overestimated the defect 
concentration by a factor of 4. Therefore, the highest ir
radiation used in their study of the Phigh phase was 0.13 % 
per mole, which is still much lower than the one we 
found to be critical for the suppression of SC in the iso
structural P-(BEDT-TTF)2AuI2' Further, Forro et al. 
have reported a similar study on P-(BEDT-TTF)2I3 sam
ples, but with mixed Plow and Phigh phase structures.20 
They found the suppression of SC transition at 8 K at a 
level of only 0.03% per mole. However, their lowest ex
perimental temperature was 2 K and therefore nothing is 
known about the resistivity behavior at lower tempera
tures [note that Tsc"" 1. 5 K in pure Plow phase (BEDT
TTF)2I3 samples]. Finally, note that the effect of 
irradiation-induced defects on SC reported in our work is 
one order of magnitude weaker than that found for the 
quasi-l D superconductor (TMTSF)2PF 6' 

IV. CONCLUSION 

For a level of irradiation damage less than 0.15% per 
mole we have found that the defects created can be re
garded as increasing the temperature-independent 
scattering rate in the (a,b) conducting planes, while leav
ing the electrical conductivity perpendicular to the planes 
unchanged. Electrical transport obeys Matthiessen's rule 
and can be fitted to a T2 law up to about 20 K. At higher 
temperatures the dominant mechanism might still be 
electron-electron scattering, but a T2 law is no longer 
obeyed. Here the short mean free paths obtained may be 
an indication that Landau Fermi-liquid theory is no 
longer valid. Higher irradiation doses cause changes in 
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electronic structure, leading to a different temperature 
dependence of the conductivity anisotropy below 60 K 
and deviations from Matthiessen's rule. The supercon
ducting ground state is suppressed, which might be un
derstood with the aid of recent theories of two
dimensional localization, in a similar manner as for high
Tc oxide superconductors. 
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